
 

July 2017 — Over the Horizon Market Commentary by David Offer 
 

With little domestic corporate news, July was a flat month for the Australian share market.  The All Ordinaries Index 

finished up just 10 points to close at 5,705 points for the month.   

 

We have highlighted on a number of occasions our concerns that global share markets are presently overvalued.   We 

believe that as the US share market continues to march upwards hitting new record highs, likewise the risks of investing 

have also been steadily rising.  A number of our concerns were recently addressed in a newsletter published by respected 

fund manager Howard Marks.  Marks’ cautious tone makes for sensible reading and for your interest a link to his article is 

provided here. 

 

Likewise, we share concerns about the medium-term outlook for the Australian economy.  Present risks are magnified 

with a red-hot East Coast property market, record levels of Australian indebtedness and structural government deficits 

that will severely hamper our Nation’s ability to counter any future economic shocks.   A significant fall in East Coast 

property values would likely generate an East Coast recession and this would have serious implications for the national 

economy. 

 

Against this back drop, identifying investment opportunities now that will generate sufficient future returns to 

adequately compensate for the risks in the share market at this time is a challenging process!  This is magnified by the 

following market specific considerations. 

 

• At current valuations, we believe limited returns will be generated from the large end of the Australian share-

market at this time.  Our major Banks, while we view as extremely secure even in the event of a property lead recession, 

have limited growth prospects given Australia’s current level of record indebtedness.  Major resource companies, while 

well run, are ultimately beholden to commodity prices which, with the exception of oil, have strongly rebounded from 

January 2016 lows.  Our few growth shares such as CSL are fantastic businesses but their valuations are excessive and 

more than factor in future earnings growth.   

 

Accordingly, we view a sustained sell off is required for adequate value to again emerge to warrant a renewed focusing 

on investing in our major Australian businesses. 

 

• We are not enthusiastic towards investing in global share markets as the weight of money flowing into global 

large caps simply due to their size via index funds has led to excessive valuations in many of the world’s major global 

companies. 

• Against the backdrop of record low global interest rates, interest rate sensitive shares such as property trusts and 

infrastructure shares are overvalued and susceptible to a significant correction should global interest rates start to 

normalise.  

• Advances in technology on multiple fronts are creating more change and disruption in business than perhaps any 

other time in history.   

 

These risks ignore geopolitical risk such as North Korea.  If conflict eventuates this would almost certainly impact 

adversely on all global markets. 

 

Notwithstanding these fears, the investment alternatives to the share market remain bleak.   Cash rates are woeful, with 

2.35% for term deposits now the top end of expectations.   Further, the defensive ‘cash’ trade is the crowded trade, with 

most investors seemingly aware of the risk of investing at the current time and holding a large amount of cash to 

compensate.  Normally, any significant sell off in share markets occurs when cash is not held and investors are ‘all in’.  

Accordingly, any short sell off in markets is presently being met with a wall of cash that pushes share markets straight 

back up again. 



 

 Taking into account the above negative headwinds, we have adopted the following investment focus at this time; 

 

• We are mindful of the disruptive nature of technology and so endeavour to invest in businesses that can take 

advantage of technology advancements as opposed to fall victim.   

• Consider businesses that have good domestic business models that can be scalable overseas in growing markets 

to compensate for diminishing growth prospects in Australia. 

• Invest in businesses that have favourable industry dynamics. 

• Ensure that purchases in investments are made at a discount to their intrinsic value.  

 

With these points in mind we view potential new portfolio investments to include the following Companies; 

 
  

Please note that the forecast return is a function of current earnings per share and dividend per share and then 

estimating what the future earnings growth rate and dividend pay-out ratio will be along with an estimate as to the 

future Price Earnings ratio the market will assign to the Company in 3 years’ time.   Please note the estimated three-year 

returns (which average 47.3%) represent the upside should everything pan out favourably.  In reality, this rarely 

eventuates.  However, that considerable returns could be achieved implies an adequate risk return trade off that 

compensates for the broader systemic risks that we view exists in share markets at this time.   

 

Healthscope – Favourable demographics and growth expected from the opening of new hospitals.  Healthscope has 

defensive attributes given the company owns hospitals which are viewed as essential infrastructure. 

Retail Food Group – Reasonably priced with a strong dividend yield.  The Company is looking to roll out its successful 

Australian franchise brands such as The Coffee Club globally. 

Brambles – Global logistic networks will increase in importance as the internet continues to open up global trade. 

Link Administration – Link’s business includes consolidating back office superannuation administration for Industry 

Funds in Australia and is now looking to take its offering global with a recent UK acquisition. 

Janus Henderson – Global fund manager trading at a discount to peers.  Growth will come from cost savings as the two 

businesses merge and subsequent synergies realised. 

Blackmores – Able to capitalise on Australia being viewed as offering clean and healthy food products and has sufficient 

scale to market effectively to Asian countries.  In time, through investment in research and development, Blackmores 

should be able to provide superior products to competitors. 

Santos – High depreciation and amortisation changes from overcapitalising on the Company’s Gladstone LNG project 

masks the very significant cashflow the company is now generating.  Santos is expected to become debt free over the 

next 3 years. 

Brickworks – Listed conglomerate trading at a substantial discount to its sum of parts valuation.  While viewed as a 

building company, Brickworks major assets are an investment in Washington H Soul Pattinson & commercial property.    

Crown Resorts – provides exposure to growing inbound tourism from Asia.  Crown’s flagship Barangaroo Casino is 

scheduled to open in 2021 which should ensure earnings growth for the next 5 to 7 years. 

MYOB – one of two companies set to dominate cloud based Accounting in Australia.   

 



 

Please note that the above suggestions do not represent a complete portfolio and likewise, we recommend a substantial 

cash buffer continue to be maintained. 

 

If you would like more information on these companies or have any broader queries with respect to your investment 

portfolio, please do not hesitate to contact our office. 

 

On a separate topic, we are presently reviewing our default bank account for your investment portfolio.  The interest rate 

offered by the Macquarie Cash Management Account has steadily diminished and is presently an inadequate 1.15% per 

annum.  We are presently trialling Westpac’s at call Cash Management Account that offers a more favourable 1.9%.  Should 

this trial prove successful then we will look forward to migrating away from Macquarie over the upcoming months.       

 

If you would like more information on these companies or have any broader queries with respect to your investment 

portfolio, please do not hesitate to contact our office. 
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information having regard to your particular objectives, financial situation and needs and if necessary, seek appropriate professional advice. 
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